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"". Hebrew alphabets Initially, in the 4th and 5th centuries BC. e., in Assyria signs for decimal fractions were used. The fraction

was divided in two without a trace. The first syllable of each word was denoted by the sign "alpha". Starting from the 7th
century BC. and up to our era, an alphabetic alphabet of 22 letters was used. These letters inherited the graphic expression from

the Phoenician script. In the past, there were two ways to write the Arabic alphabet - a period or a semicolon. The Arabic
alphabet was compiled back in Muslim countries, in Cairo in 630, after the conquest of Jerusalem by the Arabs, and then it was

used for some time. Although according to some sources, some letters of the Arabic alphabet date back to the Phoenician
alphabet, received from the Hittite people, a significant part of them was borrowed from the Greek and Syriac alphabets. The

oldest historical source mentioning Arabic as a language is the poem "Tabliatu-l-Arab" ("Epitaph to the Arabic language"). The
art of Arabic writing and calligraphy originates in the Arab-Persian school, which, in turn, was created in the 7th century BC. e.
In the 11th century, Arabic was chosen as the script for sacred texts (Quran, Scriptures, Musavat, some prose passages), while it

did not fully correspond to the canons of the Arabic language accepted at that time (kiliman - fluent, serif - pointed). In the
middle of the 15th century, an alphabet was created in Yemen based on Arabic, which is called the "Yemeni script". In 1776,

the Malacca script was declared the state alphabet in Indonesia. During the Napoleonic Wars (1806-1807), Arabic dialects
penetrated North Africa and reached Tunisia, where they met with general resistance. Beginning in 1830, learning of Arabic as

a foreign language began in the North African colonies of Great Britain (Egypt, Alges
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